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ABSTRACT 
 

 

People nowadays tend to hang their underclothes inside of their house. However, inside 
the house, there are no sunlight to help their underclothes to dry. They can only depend 
on the presence of the wind. Wind is not guarantee too always pass inside the house. 
Therefore, a motorized spinning hanger are created. The primary goal of this research 
is to improve the underclothing hanger of today. The design will be fabricated based on 
the characteristic of people live in Malaysia. For example, it will be fabricated based on 
the average height of people in Malaysia. This will help make the design easier to use 
by people in Malaysia. As for its fabricated process, it will involve some machining 
process for example like welding, turning, boring and others. With the result of this 
design, people can dry their underclothes faster than normal.  
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CHAPTER ONE 

INTRODUCTION 
 

 

1.1 Background of Study 

 

We all know that people usually don't hang their wet underclothing outside of their 

house. However, if they dry their underclothing indoor, it will take a long time to make 

sure the underclothing to dry completely. Therefore, the aim of this project is to design 

a new underclothing hanger rack that can produce some mechanical way to decrease the 

time taken for the underclothing to dry faster. A new system will be added which is the 

spinning method. The spinning will help the underclothing to dry faster with the passage 

of the wind [1]. This improvement will help the user to save more time to make sure 

their underclothing dry completely. 

 

1.2 Problem Statement 

 

Underclothing hanger rack has been used by many users especially in the house and 

hostel dorm. As for people using it at their house, they usually dry them in the bathroom 

while the people at the dorm hostel usually just dry them on the window. However, 

users have problem to wait for a long time to wait for their underclothing to dry. In the 

end, it will cost them a lot of time to wait for it to dry [2]. As for a dryer, it produces 

heat where we know that heat can cause shrinkage towards the underclothings [3]. 

Therefore, with the design of my project, users can save more of their time waiting for 

the underclothings to dry without producing any heat. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


